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ABSTRACT 
Westudytheactiona:((T,L),(A,B))~((T~*AT,T-’BL)ofthegroupGl,,(K) 
xGl,,,(K) of linear state and input transformations on the space y,,,,, of control 
systems (A, R) E Knx” x KnX”’ with n different eigenvalues, K an algebraically 
closed field. This action is of interest in systems theory as well as the representation 
theory of quivers. We construct a canonical form for a on V,,,,,, and determine 
completely its stabilizer subgroups. The results are based on an analysis of the scaling 
action ((D, E), B) * D-‘BE of the group of diagonal matrices gn(K)X 9,,,,( K) on 
K” x”‘. We construct a canonical form for this action by graph-theoretic methods and 
determine the adherence order of the underlying stratification of K”‘“‘. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the action 
it [G~.(K)xG~,(K)] x L,,, + L,,,, 
((TJ), (A, B)) ++ (PAT,T-~BL) (1.1) 
of the group Gl ,(K) x Gl,(K) on the space L,,,, of matrix pairs (A, B) E 
Knxn x K”X”. Here K is an algebraically closed field, m, n > 1. This group 
action plays a role in linear systems theory and in linear algebra, especially 
the representation theory of quivers. 
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In linear systems theory the pair (A, B) E L,,, is identified with the 
tiln~inva~ant linear discrete-time system 
x(t+l)-Ax(t)+Bu(t), telbl, (1.2) 
where x(t) E K” denotes the state and u(t) E K” the input of the system. 
For the solution of various types of control problems it is important to study 
the effect of coordinate and feedback transfo~a~ons on system equations of 
the form (1.2) [cf. ~~n~~hsen (19~b)~. In the lite~~e special attention has 
been given to the ~~ila~ty action 
~:GL(K)x L,,, -+ L,,,, 
&(A, B)) b-3 (T--~AT,T-~B) (1.3) 
and the action of the state feedback group 
L E Cl,(K), I; E Kmxn 
i 
given by 
The analysis of the action o on the whole space L,l, n2 is very complicated [see 
Pratzel-Wolters (1983), Friedland (1985)]. However, the restriction of u to 
the space of reachable systems 
L’,,n, = {(A,B)fL,,,;rk[B,AB,A2B ,..., A”-‘B]=n] 
is more easily accessible and has been studied extensively. Nice canonize 
forms for u]LL,~ and q]L’,,, have been constructed by Popov (1972) and 
Bnmovsky (1970), respectively. Hazewinkel and Kafman (1976) showed that 
there are no continuous canonical forms for a\L’,,,, if the system has more 
than one input channel (m > 1). Further topological and geometrical proper- 
ties of the orbit space I,‘,,, /a are investigated in Byrnes and Hurt (1979), 
Tannenbaum (1981) and Helmke (1985). The orbit space L\, ,,,/v is finite 
[Brunovsky (1970)). 
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In contrast, little is known about the action z which describes the 
combined effect of linear coordinate transformations in the state (T) and 
input spaces (L). It lies “in between” the group actions u and cp. Tannen- 
baum (1983) studied the stabilizer subgroups of (Y and was able to determine 
in the simplest cases m = 1 and m = n the set of regular points of (Y, i.e. the 
set of pairs (A, B) E L,,,,, where the stabilizer subgroup has minimal dimen- 
sion. In Hinrichsen and Pratzel-Wolters (1984), the authors develop a poly- 
nomial framework for the study of C]L’,, m and construct a canonical form for 
this action in the special case n = 4, m = 2. 
The reason why the group action (Y is so difficult to analyze becomes 
clearer if we consider its relation to representation theory. Each system 
(A> B) E L,, n, can be regarded as a representation of the input-to-state 
quiver 
and there is a bijective correspondence between the orbits [(A, B)] a of G and 
the isomorphy classes of representations of Qi,, (with vector spaces V, = K”, 
V, = K “). However, Qi,, is a wild quiver [cf. Nazarova (1973) and Brenner 
(1974)], and so for every finite-dimensional K-algebra E there exists a 
representation of Qi,S over K whose endomorphism algebra is isomorphic to 
E. This indicates that it will be extremely difficult to parametrize the orbits of 
z in L, “, for arbitrary n, m 2 1. 
To simplify the problem it seems reasonable to study a under generic 
conditions, i.e. to restrict Cu to a “natural” Zariski open and dense subset of 
L n,m. From a system-theoretic point of view, and guided by the experiences 
with the similarity action, a good choice seems to be the subset L’,, ,,, of 
reachable pairs in L,, ,,,. However, it is shown in Hinrichsen and 
Pratzel-Wolters (1984) that a canonical form for a] L’,, ,,~ would induce a 
canonical form for the simultaneous similarity action 
a’: Gl,( K) x Km’” x Kmx” -+ Km%” x Kmxm, 
(T,(A,,A,))-,(T-IA,T,T~~A,T). (1.5) 
The orbits of u2 correspond bijectively to the isomorphy classes of represen- 
tations of the quiver 
and this quiver again is wild. In spite of some recent progress in the invariant 
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theory of a2 [see Friedland (1983)], the canonical-form problem for simulta- 
neous similarity is still far from being solved [see Friedland (1986) for the 
existence of canonical forms for general orbits under the action of algebraic 
groups]. 
One possible strategy to construct a canonical form for C is first to bring 
A to Jordan canonical form ‘A = T-‘AT and then to consider the induced 
action 
CA: (stab,(‘A) XGl,,(K)) X Knxn’ + Knxn’, 
((s, L), B) - SY’BL, (1.6) 
where stab,(lA) = { T E Gl,( K); T- ‘(‘A)T =‘A}. The stabilizer subgroups 
stab,(‘A) do not depend on the eigenvalues of A, but they change with the 
block structure of the Jordan form of A [cf. Gantmacher (1959)]. Hence one 
has to solve for each pair of dimensions (n, m) a whole set of canonical-form 
problems for (Y A, parametrized by all possible discrete structures of n x n 
Jordan matrices. In a forthcoming paper we describe a complete parametriza- 
tion of the orbit space L,,, /C in the case where n is arbitrary and m = 2. 
In this paper we restrict (Y to the &-invariant, Zariski-open, and dense 
subset 
u n,m= {(A,B)EL,,,; ldA)I=n) 
of L,,,, thus fixing the Jordan structure of A at the generic one. Our aims 
are: 
(a) to construct a canonical form for the restricted action (Y = a]Gl,,( K) X 
Gl,(K)x v,,,, 
(b) to classify the orbits of OL by discrete indices and determine their 
dimensions, 
(c) to determine the stabilizer subgroups stab,( A, B), (A, B) E U,,, m, and 
the subset of regular points of U,,, with respect to (Y. 
To achieve this we have to analyze the action 
y: 9,(K) xGl,(K) x KnX” + Knx”, 
((D, L), B) ++ D-IBL. (1.7) 
We first bring B to column echelon form l? by a suitable transformation 
L E Gl,(K). The orbits [B] y contain in general many matrices of column 
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echelon structure; however, it turns out that they are transformed into each 
other by diagonal matrices D E 9”(K), E E 9,,(K) applied from the left and 
the right. 
Therefore we begin in Section 2 with a separate study of the scaling 
action 
((D, E), B) c-) D-‘BE, 
which may be of some independent interest in itself. We construct a 
piecewise algebraic canonical form for p and analyze the underlying stratifi- 
cation of Knxn’. 
In Section 3 we solve the problems (a)-(c) above. In particular we 
construct a canonical form for the action LX on U,, ,,, and derive necessary and 
sufficient regularity conditions for the pair (A, B) E U,, ,,I relative to (Y. These 
conditions improve the explicit results of Tannenbaum (1983) in that they are 
not restricted to the special cases m = 1 or m = n but applicable to arbitrary 
dimensions n, m > 1. On the other hand the problem of characterizing the 
regular points of the whole space L,.,, relative to Z still remains open. 
2. SCALING TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let m, n > 1 be natural numbers and K a field. We denote by M,,,,, = 
M,,.,(K) the set of all n X m matrices over K, and by gl = g[( K) the group 
of diagonal 1 X 2 matrices with diagonal elements in K * = K \ { 0}, I E N *. 
The action p of the group g,, x 9”, on M,,,, defined by 
((D, E), B) +-+ D-‘BE (2.1) 
is called the scaling action on M,,,,,. Our aim is to construct a canonical 
form for p by normalizing certain of the nonzero elements bij. For any 
BEM” n, , define a family of m index sets 
ij=ij(B)= {im; bij#O}, j=l ,...> m. (2.2) 
Clearly the index list of nonzero entries of B, 
j(B) =(&(B),..., k,(B)), (2.3) 
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is invariant with respect to the scaling action 0. We have to find a systematic 
procedure for constructing subsets II(B) c ii(B), 3' E VL, such that the 
b-orbit of B contains exactly one normalized matrix B = ( bi j) with 
6,,=1, ieZj(B), jEr& (2.4) 
This is essentially a combinatorial problem-more complicated than it looks 
at first sight. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider 
0 0 0 b,, 
b 
B = 021 
0 0 bz4 
b,, b,, b,, , 
0 b,z bcs b,, 
0 0 b, b, 
I 
D-‘=diag(w,,...,w,)E~s, 
Then 
Evidently, the leading entries of the rows can be normalized to 1: 
1 1 1 
wJ,=-_, 
b 
w2h,= -, 
b 21 
wJ,=---, 
14 b 32 
1 1 
w,x,=--, 
b 
CL+,= -* 
42 b 53 
(2.5) 
Proceeding columnwise from left to the right, further entries can be normal- 
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ized. In column 3, for example, one additional normalization is possible: 
either w~A, = l/b,, or osX, = l/b,, but not both. However, in column 4 of 
B two additional normalizations can be achieved: w2b,,X, = 1 and one of the 
equalities u3b34X, = 1, w4b44X4 = 1, or a5bsX, = 1. 
To decide in general how many additional entries of a column bk can be 
normalized, one has to study in more detail how the nonzero entries of the 
column bk are connected with the nonvanishing entries of the preceding 
columns b’, . . . , bk-‘. Consider, for any pair of numbers m, n > 1, the set 
syp> = {(I,,..., Z,,,); ZjCnforjEnl.}, (2.6a) 
and define for any Z = (I,, . . . , Z,) E P”‘(p) the associated graph g(Z) with 
set of vertices 212 and set of edges 
8’(Z)= {(j,i,k); j,kE_mandiEZjflZk}, (2.6b) 
where (j, i, k) is considered as an edge between the vertices j and k. Thus 
two vertices j, k E _m are connected by as many edges as Zj f~ Zk has 
elements. Figure 1 shows the graph i(B) associated with the index list Z(B) 
of the matrix B in Example 2.1. [In this and all the following illustrations we 
omit the self-loops (j, i, j) E 8(Z).] For k E m let yk(Z) = fk(Zr, . . . , Zk) be 
the full subgraph of y(Z) with set of vertices k and set of edges 
gk(Z)= {(j,i,Z); j,ZEkand iCZjnZ[} 
=&(Z)n(kx_nxk). 
3 
3 3 
;; 4 
4 
;w; 
5 
4 
FIG. 1. The graph g(B). 
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7 
; 
I 
6 
FIG. 2. The graph y(I). 
A collection of sets I E .!?“‘(r_~) is said to be a subcollection of [E S)“‘(c) 
if Zj c Zj for all j E 111. I is called a spanning subcollection of I if for all 
kEE 
6 zj= fi ii, (2.7a) 
j=l j=l 
gd4 and &) h ave the same connected components 
(as sets of vertices). (2.7b) 
Two vertices j, j’ E k_ are in the same connected component of gk( i) 
(notation: j ” j’) if and only if there is a path in yk(?) from j to j’, i.e. 
3il ,...,j,Ek_: Zjl n Zjt+] # 0 for t = 1,. . . , 2 - 1 and (2.8) 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let n=7, m=6, and Z={{1,2,3,5}, {2,3,4}, {1,4}, 
{5}> {6,7}> (7)). ‘I% e associated graph is shown in Figure 2. 
The connected components of y(Z) are ( 1,2,3,4} and {5,6). Examples 
of spanning subcollections of Z are 
Z= {{I,2,3,5}, {3,4}, {4}, {5}, (6,7}, (7}}, 
Z’= {{1>2>3,5}> {2>4}, {4}, {5}, {6,7}, (7)). n 
I E P”‘( 5) is said to be minimal if it does not have a proper spanning 
subcollection. Clearly, every Z E P”‘(E) contains a minimal spanning subcol- 
lection. In order to characterize these subcollections we denote the connected 
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components of yk(Z), k E m, by .Jtk = Jtk(Z), t = 1,. . . , sk, and introduce the 
sets 
It”= u zj, kE_m, tEs,. - 
j fz 1: 
(2.9) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let m, n E N, 1 E ,“I( 3). Then a spanning subcol- 
lection Z of i is minimal if and only if it satisfies one of the following 
equivalent conditions: 
(a) For any k E 114, fk( Z ) has at most one edge between each connected 
component ofyk_I(Z) and k, i.e., 
(I, n z,k-‘1 i 1, k=2 ,..., m, tEs,_,. (2.10) 
(b) For any strictly increasing family 1~ k, < . . . < k, < m, 
/ll;lzk,~a ( ,ijl zk,i] -(r-l). (2.11) 
Proof. Let Z be a spanning subcollection of Z, k E _m, and II, n Z:-il> 
2. Define I/ = I, \ {i}, where i E I, n Z:-‘. Then (Zi,. . ., Z;,.. . , I,,,) satis- 
fies (2.7a,b) and thus Z is not minimal. Conversely, if Z is a nonminimal 
spanning subcollection of i, then there exists k E m, i E I, such that 
Z’=(Z, ,...) z; )...) I,,), where IL = Zk \ { i } is spanning. Necessarily, i E 
U~Z:Z~, and so there exists t ES~_~ such that i E Z,“-‘. Because I’ satisfies 
(2.7b), there exists i’ E Z; CT Z:-l, and this implies 
Ilk n z/-l1 a 2. 
It remains to show (a) a(b). Supposing (a), we prove (b) by induction 
with respect to k = k,. If k = 1, then r = 1 and (2.11) is obvious. Now assume 
(2.11)hasbeenproveduptok-l,andletl~k,~k,~~~-~k,=k.For 
notational convenience assume that { k,, . . . , k, } n ./I”- ’ is nonempty for 
I=1 ,.._, handemptyforl=h+l,..., s,_,.Thesets 
H, = u ‘k,, l=l,...,h 
k, E I;-’ 
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are disjoint and satisfy II, n H,( < 1 by (a). Hence 
I I 
h 
6 I,, 2 c lH,l+ VA- h 
t=1 I=1 
r-1 
>, c 1 - h) + (I,( - h 
t=1 
= i Iz,ll-(r-l). (2.12) 
t=1 
(b) a(a): Assume that (Z,n Zf-‘I a 2 for some k E m, t E.s_~. Then 
there exist i E Ii, i’ E Z(, j, j’ E .Z:-‘, such that i, i’ E I,. By (2.8) there are 
Qly**., .fh _ ’ Ek-1 with jr= j, j,= j’, and Zj,nZjt+,#O, t=l,..., h-l. 
This implies 
< lZkl+ i JZill - (h- 1) - 2, 
t=1 
(2.13) 
which contradicts (2.11). W 
In general, there exist more than one minimal spanning subcollection of a 
given Z E Pm( 14). For example, the spanning subcollections I, Z ’ of Z E .9”“(T) 
described in Example 2.2 are both minimal. The following lemma gives a 
systematic procedure for the construction of a specific spanning subcollection 
for any given I E Pm(n). 
LEMMA 2.4. Letm,nEN, ~E.~‘~(TI). ThenZ=(Z,,...,Z,) definedby 
I, = I,, (2.14a) 
u(maxi,nl‘j;-l; TV s~_~ andI,nl,k-l+O), ka2, 
(2.14b) 
is a minimal spanning subcollection of 1. 
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Proof. I clearly satisfies (2.7a,b) for k = 1. Suppose (2.7a, b) has been 
verified up to k - 1 E 211. Then (2.7a) follows for k from (2.14b). Let 
at ‘k = maxI, n I:-’ for t ES~_~, I, n~~-‘#IzI, and let j EE be the smallest 
index for which it” E Zj. Then j E .Ztk-‘, i,kEZj, andhence z,nzj#O. So k 
is connected in gk(Z) to a connected component of fk_r(Z) [i.e., fk_ r(Z)] if 
and only if it is connected to this component in Bk(Z). This proves (2.7b) for 
k, and so Z is a spanning subcollection of Z. 
Z is minimal by Proposition 2.3 and (2.14b). n 
Now let us return to the scaling action B (2.1). For any B E M,,,, the 
minimal subcollection Z(B) = (Z,(B), . . . , I,(B)) obtained from Z(B) (2.3) via 
the construction procedure (2.14) is called the list of scaling indices of B. 
Note that matrices B,, B, E M,,, with different lists of nonzero entries 
i( B,) # i(B,) may have the same list of scaling indices, Z(B,) = I( B,) (cf. 
Example 2.7). The graphs corresponding to Z(B) [Z(B)] are denoted by g(B) 
L@)l. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the matrix B E K5x4 in Example 2.1, where 
i(B)= {{2}, {3,4}, {3,4,5}, {1,2,3,4,5}}. The associated graph j(B) is 
shown in Figure 1. To construct Z(B) according to Lemma 2.4, the numbers 
sk of connected components of Sk(B), k E 4, and the sets Zk = UjG,;Zj(B), 
k E m, t ES~, have to be determined. From Figure 1 we obtain 
s,=l, s2 = 2, ss = 2, s,=l, 
i: = (21, i,“=i;, i,” = {3,4}, 
if=i;, 1; = {3,4,5}, i:=_5. 
Thus, by (2.14), 
Z(B) = {{2>, {3,4}> {4,5}, {1,2,5}}. 
The associated graph is shown in Figure 3. 
Let Y(m, n) denote the set of minimal subcollections in S’“*(_n): 
Y(m, n) = {I E .fY”(fa); Z satisfies (2.11)}, (2.15) 
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2 
c-3 
: 
0 l a 
2 3 4 
FIG. 3. The graph g(B). 
and for each I E 9(m, n) let 
A(Z)= {BEM,,,; Z(B)=I}. (2.16) 
By Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, the index list I = Z(B) satisfies (2.11) for 
each BE M, m. Conversely, the following lemma shows that every I E 
.Y(m,n) is “realized” by some B, i.e., there exists B E M,,,, such that 
Z(B)= 1. 
LEMMA 2.6. (A(Z))IEIcm,n, is a partition of M,,,, into nonempty 
B-invariant subsets. 
Proof. Clearly, M,, n is the disjoint union of the sets &(I), I E 9( m, n). 
Each of these sets is B-invariant, since the index list Z(B) is b-invariant. 
Finally, let Z E .Y(m, n), and define B = (bij) E M,,,,, by 
Then jj(B) = Ii for j E m, and since I is minimal by Lemma 2.4, we 
conclude that Z(B) = j(B) = I. n 
For a given I E 9(m, n) we define 
.k-l= 
i if ZknZ,k-l= {i}, 
21 
0 if Z,nZ,k-l=0, 
where k = 2,. . . , m and t Es&r. The following conditions are necessary and 
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sufficient for B E M,,,, to belong to J?(Z), given Z E 9(m, n): 
bik f 0, iEZk, kE_m, (2.17a) 
k 
bik = 0, ieG\ UZj, kE%, (2.17b) 
j=l 
bik = 0, iEZ,k-l, i>i,k-‘, tEs,_,, kEm. (2.17~) 
By (2.17), each set A(Z), Z E Y(m, n), can be represented as the set-theo- 
retic difference between two K-linear subspaces of M, ,,l. To determine its 
’ dimension (as quasiaffine subvariety of M,,,), define 
pk = izkl, 
vk=n- 
Sk-1 
Pk= c 
t=1 
and 
kgrn, (2.18a) 
bzj > kE_m, (2.18b) 
j=l 
{ i E Z,k-‘; i:-l< i} 1, k = 2,...,m, (2.18~) 
k=l 
nr t,, 
v= c vk> P= c Pk. 
k=l k=2 
Then we have the following linear isomorphy: 
A(Z) z K nm-(P+JJ+P) x K*p’. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Consider Examples 2.1, 2.5 where 
Z= {{2}, {3,4}, {4,5}, {1,2,5}}. 
The elements of &(I) are characterized by the following structure, where * 
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represents a nonzero element in K and X an arbitrary element in K: 
0 
z?=; I 
0 0 * 
0 * x 0 
(2.21) 
0 * * x 
0  * ;, 1 * 
i2=() 1 9 i2 = 4 2 ) 
i3 = 2 1 2 i3=5 * 2 
In this case we have 
/Jl=l, /J2=2, P~g=2, /J4=3; /&=a; 
v1 = 4, v2 = 2, v3 = 1, v4 = 0; v = 7; 
p2=l, p3=1, p4=o; p=4. 
Hence 
_/g(z) = K-17 xK*‘=K3xK*‘, 
in accordance with (2.21). 
In the next example we determine the sets A( I ) of maximal dimension. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. The largest dimension of A(Z), I E .Y(m, n), is mn. 
Hence, by (2.20), any list Z such that dim A’(Z) is maximal satisfies v = p = 0. 
Thus I, = _n, sk = 1, Zt = _n for k E nx, and if- ’ = n for k = 2,. . . , m. We 
conclude that there is exactly one set .A!( I ) of maximal dimension mn, 
namely 
Z max = {72,(n),(n),...,(n)). (2.22) 
The matrices in &(I,,) are of the form 
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The partition (W~)h,+,,,~ of M,,, is in fact a stratification in the 
following sense: 
DEFINITION 2.9. A finite partition (Xi)iEI of a quasiaffine variety 
X c K” is said to be an algebraic stratification if for each i E Z 
(i) each stratum Xi is a nonsingular quasiaffine subvariety of X, 
(ii) the boundary CYX, = Xi \ Xi& contained in the union of strata Xi of 
dimension less than dim Xi. (Here Xi is the closure of Xi in X with respect 
to the Zariski topology.) 
To determine the closures of the sets A( I ), I E 9( m, n ), in X = M,, m 
(with respect to the Zariski topology), we denote by Z(Z) the set of indices 
(i, k) satisfying (2.17b) or (2.17~): 
i 
k 
Z(Z)= (i,k); iEn\ IJ Zjor 
j=l 
3tEs,_, (iEZ,kwlandi>i,k-’ . (2.23) 
The corresponding entries of B E M(Z) are called structural zeros. The 
adherence order -C on Y(m, n) is defined by 
Z’-cZ - dqZ’)fl A!(Z) #0, (2.24) 
where _M( I) denotes the closure of &?(I) in M,,, with respect to the 
Zariski topology. 
LEMMA~.~~. LetZ,Z’E.Y(m,n). ZfZ’+Zthen 
Proof. Suppose that there exist k E _m and i E I; such that i 4 Uf=rZj. 
By (2.17b) this implies that bik = 0 for every B EJ?(Z). But this contradicts 
the hypothesis that there exists B E .M(Z ‘) n.M( I) [since i E Z;; see (2.17a)l. 
n 
LEMMA 2.11. Let I, I’ E 9(m, n), I’ + I, and k E _m. Then every con- 
nected component J’ ofBk(Z’) is contained in some connected component J of 
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u z; c u Ii. (2.25) 
jEJ’ jsJ 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k E m. For k = 1 the first 
statement is trivial and the second follows from Z[ c I, (see Lemma 2.10). 
Suppose the lemma was been proved up to k - 1, and let J’ be a connected 
component of fk(Z ‘). If max J’ < k - 1, the statements the 
follow induction. assume E Then = k}UJ/U . . . U./i, 
where Ji, I E s, are the connected components of fk_ I( Z ‘) which are 
connected in fk( I ‘) with k. By assumption, each 1, is contained in some 
connected component .ZI of yk_r(Z), and UjE,;Zi c U,,,(Z,. If k E m were 
not connected to some .Z1, 1 E s, in yk(Z), then bik = 0 for all B E&(Z) and 
i E Jr. On the other hand, there exists i E Z;flU j E ,,,I: and hence bik # 0 
{for all B’ E d(Z’). This contradicts the existence of B’ E &?‘(I’) fl M(Z), 
since i E U j E ,,Zj. We conclude that k is connected to all Jr in B~( Z ) and 
hence the connected component J of 8k(Z) containing k satisfies 
J’c {k}uJ,u ... uJ,cJ. 
It remains to prove that 
z;\(J uz;cuzj. 
1=1 jsJ, jsJ 
Suppose that i is contained in the first set but not in the second. Then 
b:k # 0 for all B’ E A(Z’) by (2.17a), and bik = 0 for all B E A(Z) by 
(2.17~). This contradiction concludes the proof. n 
The following theorem specifies some basic topological properties of the 
partition (a( =$+, nj [for the terminology cf. Hinrichsen (1984b)] and 
characterizes the adherence order on X(m, n). 
THEOREM 2.12. Let K be a field of characteristic 0. 
(4 (JQINI~.F~~,~,~) is a stratification of M,, n, which satisfies the fron- 
tier condition 
A(Zf)n A(Z) f0 w A(Z’) c &(I). (2.26) 
(b) Z’<Z - Z(Z) c Z(Z’). 
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(c) The closures A!(Z) of d(Z) in M,.,, are linear subspaces: 
d(Z) = {BE&,,; bik=Oforall(i,k)EZ(Z)) 
= u &(I’). (2.27) 
I’ < I 
Proof. (b), c=: Suppose Z(Z) c Z(Z’) and BE A’(Z’). For all 4 EN* 
define Z?, = (b$) by 
if bik=O and (i,k)@Z(Z), 
Then B, -+Basq-ta. 
*: Suppose I’ N Z and (i, k) E Z(Z). If (i, k) satisfies (2.17b), then 
(i, k) E Z(Z’) by Lemma 2.10. Hence assume that (i, k) satisfies (2.17~). 
Then there exists a connected component J of gk_ i(Z) such that i E U j E ,Zj 
and Zkn(UiE,Zj)=O or there is ~,EZ~~(U~,,Z~) with i,<i. If (i,k)B 
Z( I ‘), then there exists a connected component J’ of 9k_ l(Z ‘) and i, i, E 
(Uj,,,Z(), i,EZ;, i<i,. By Lemma 2.11, J’ c J and i,i,EUi,,Zj. But 
this is a contradiction to J’ < J, since it would imply bizk # 0 for all 
B’ E Af(Z’), whilst bizk = 0 for all B E A(Z) by (2.17c), since i, > i. Thus 
Z(Z) c Z(Z’). 
(a): By (2.17), every A(Z), Z E .Y(m, n), is a quasiaffine subset of M,,,,. 
By (b) every B’ E aA =A(Z)\A(Z) is contained in some .&(I’) with 
dim &(I’) = nm - lZ(Z’)( < nm - jZ(Z)I = dim A(Z). Thus 
(A(Z)) I E XCB(m, ,,) is a stratification of M,, m. 
Finally, (2.26) and (c) are direct consequences of (b). n 
The above proof shows: If K = R or C, then the Zariski closure A!(Z) is 
equal to the closure of M(Z) in M,,, provided with the usual product 
topology for all Z E X(m, n). 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Let n = m = 2. Table 1 gives a complete description of 
the stratification (&( I))[ E YC(m, nj of M,,,. 
Examples of closures are 
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TABLE 1 
I E &2,2) Z(I) BE M(I) 
( *  0 1 
i 1 * ; i’ 1 * x * * 
( 0 * 0 1 
( i ; i
i ; 0 * 1 
i i * 1 
( 0 * ; 0 1 
i 0 * 0 * I 
( 0 
i ; * 
* 1 
; * 1 
( 0 0 1 
( 0 0 * 1 
i 0 0 * 1 
( 0 * 1 
Now we can specify a canonical form IYa: M,,, += M,,, for j3 which is 
piecewise continuous on the stratification (A( Z))I E XC,,z, n). Moreover, it is 
rational on each d(Z), that is, there exists a rational function fi : M,, nl + 
M “,“, such that fr(d(Z) = r&H(Z). 
THEOREM 2.14. Given m, n >, 1. Then: 
(a) For every B E M,,, there exists a unique matrix g = (6,,) in the 
P-orbit ofB such that 
6,, = 1 forall iEli, jE,. (2.28) 
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(b) Ip : B e B is a canonical fm for the action /3 on M,, n,, which is 
continuous (even rational) on each subset J!(Z), Z E f( m, n). 
Proof. Let B E d(Z), I E 9(m, n), and 
D-‘=diag(w,,...,o,)E~~, E=diag(X,,...,X,,)Eg,,l. (2.29) 
Then 
D-‘BE = (wibijXj), (2.30) 
and hence 8 = D-‘BE satisfies (2.28) if and only if 
wibijXj = 1, iEli, jE_m. (2.31) 
Denote the connected components of y(Z) by Jr,. . . , I,,,,, where m E I,,,,, and 
let j, = max I,, 1 E _m. We shall prove the following assertion by induction on 
m: 
For arbitrary values of oi E K*, i E ~\l_l~=,Z~, and 
h j, E K *, 1 ES,, there exists exactly one pair (D, E) of (2.32) 
the form (2.29)such that D-‘BE satisfies (2.31). 
Let S, [S,_ i] be the sets of all pairs (D, E) of the form (2.29) satisfying 
(2.31) for all j E m [for all j urn - 11. Then 
S,“= {(D,E)ES,-~; tiibimX,n = 1 for all i E Zm}. (2.33) 
We first prove the uniqueness statement of (2.32). In fact the remaining 
diagonal entries of D are determined by the diagonal entries of E via [see 
(2.3111 
wi = b,+’ 
J 
if iEli, jE%. (2.34a) 
Moreover, if j E .Z1, I ES,, there exist k,, . . . , k, E Jl such that - 
k, = j, k = j,, 
and 
IZk, fl Z,,+,l = I for t=l,...,r-I. 
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Hence there exist uniquely determined i, E I,, n I,,+ ,, t E T - 1. If (D, E) E 
S,,, then (2.31) implies 
or 
Thus the remaining diagonal entries of E are determined by the values of A,, 
1 ES,. 
Gt us now prove the existence statement of (2.32) by induction on m. 
For m = 1 it is obvious. Suppose it has been established up to m - 1 and that 
wi E K*, i E c \ U;l= iZj, and h jl E K *, I ES,, has been chosen arbitrarily. 
Let I[,..., &:,,_, be the connected compo&nts of y,,_ i(Z), where 
I;=&, kEq,,_l, and 1, = {m} U Js’,aU . *. U Is’,,_,. (2.35) 
If j; = max _ZL, k ES,_~, then j; = j, for k -C s,. If we define oi = b,G,‘A,’ 
for i E I, \lJyciiZj, then by the assumption of induction there exist, for 
arbitrary values of X,,, s, < t < s,_i, diagonal entries Xj, j urn - l\ { j;; 
kEs R1 _ 1}, such that 
wibijXj = 1, iEli, jEm-1. 
For each t, s, < t < s,_r, there exists by (2.10) an integer i, such that 
Z,n 
i 1 U zj = {it}. j E I: 
Let 1, be the smallest integer j E J,’ for which i, E Ii. By (2.34b) there exists 
ol,gK* such that Xlt = otXi: for s, < t < s,_~. Recall that X, = h, has 
already been fixed, and choose h j; such that b,,,,A,, = b,,,A,,, i.e., ‘I’ 
Xi; = a;lb,;lfbi,,X,, S”, < t < s,,- 1. 
Then D and E are completely defined and satisfy (2.31). To prove this it 
only remains to verify (2.31) for j = m and i E (U~LJ’Z~)~ I,,, say i = i, 
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(2.35). But then, by the assumption of induction, uibir,X,, = 1 and hence 
wibin,Xn, = 1. 
Now the statements (a) - (c) follow easily from (2.32). 
The existence statement of (a) is an immediate consequence. To prove 
uniqueness assume that both B and D-‘gE satisfy (2.28). Then (2.34a) 
implies 
wi = A;‘, iEli, jErn, (2.37a) 
and (2.3413) implies 
Aj = A,, jE.l,, ZE s,. - (2.37b) 
Now, if gij # 0 [that is, i E f,(8)], then i E Iif for some j’ E JI, I ES,,,. But 
since ~(1) and f(I( B)) h ave the same connected components, we have 
j E II, and so by (2.37a,b) 
wiiGijAj = “;l&ijhj, = iGij. 
This proves (a). 
(b): It only remains to prove the continuity property. For any B E M(I) 
set 
rn 
q=l, iE_n\ UZj, (2.38a) 
j=l 
hj,=l, ZES . -!? (2.3813) 
Then the remaining entries of (D, E) E S,,(B) are uniquely determined by 
(2.32) and are rational functions of the entries of B E J?(Z) by (2.34a, b). n 
It follows from the previous protf that two /%equivalent matrices B, 6 E 
M(Z) are equal if and only if bij = bii for all i E Zj, j E 211. 
A matrix B E M(Z) satisfying (2.28) is said to be P-normalized. By 
(2.18)-(2.20), the P-normalized matrices B E J(Z) form an affine subspace 
J?(Z) of M,, m of dimension 
dim_,#(Z)=dim(&(Z)//3)=nm-(p+v+p). (2.39) 
Since lYP is a continuous (rational) canonical form for p on each stratum 
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A( Z ), one easily verifies that 
(2.40) 
.L(Z) +J?(Z)x(K*)” 
is a (birational) homeomorphism. 
The following proposition gives a dimension formula for all P-orbits and 
stabilizer groups of B E M, ,,,. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. For any B E &(I), I E 9(m, n) 
PG=(K*Y (homeomorphic) , (2.41) 
stabp(B) = gn+m-g = ghis,,‘ (isomorphic), (2.42) 
where p= Cl’= ,(I,(, h = Jg \Uy= ljj( B)I, and s, is the number of connected 
components of j(B). 
Proof. The map B ++ (bij)i E r,, jCm of [ BIP onto K *P is a homeomor- 
phism, whence (2.41). 
By the proof of condition (a) in Theorem 2.14 we have for any B E A’(Z) 
Stabp( B) = Stab& 8) 
= {(D,E)~9~~9~;(D,E)satisfies(2.37a,b)}. 
This implies (2.42), since U;“,,T,(B) = UyslZj and the two graphs j(B),p(Z) 
have the same number of connected components. n 
Note that h and s, in (2.41) can be determined by inspection from the 
matrix B. 
The following example illustrates Theorem 2.14 and the above dimension 
formulas. 
EXAMPLE 2.16. Let m=4, n=5, andconsider I= {{2}, {3,4}, {4,5}, 
{1,2,5}}. The g eneral form of BE A(Z) has been specified in (2.21). 
According to Theorem 2.14 the &normalized matrices in J?(Z) are of the 
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following structure: 
I 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
8= 0 1 x 
0 1 1 
00 1 
Thus, by (2.39), Example 2.8, and (2.42), 
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1 
1 
x . 
X 
1 I 
_&(I) g K3 and StabB(B) = K*. 
Note that for all m, n E N * the smallest (generic) dimension of StabS(B), 
B E M,,,, is 1. Clearly, all matrices B in the generic stratum 
~(n,{n},...,{n}) h ave stabilizers of dimension 1. However, the previous 
example shows that matrices of a nongeneric stratum A(Z) may have 
one-dimensional stabilizers, too. By (2.42) a matrix B is a regular point of 
KnX” for p, i.e., stabs(B) is of minimal dimension 1, if and only if the graph 
j(B) is connected and Uy=iZj( B) = n. 
3. INPUT AND STATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we return to the action (Y of state and input transforma- 
tions on the space of control systems L,,, = L,,,(K) = Knx” X K”‘“‘; see 
(1.1). Suppose that K is an algebraically closed field and n, m > 1. The set 
u n,m = {(A,Z+L,,,; (e(A)I=n} (3.1) 
is a Zariski-open and dense subset of L,,, which is invariant with respect to 
a. Our aim is to solve problems (a)-(c) (see Section 1) for the restriction 
(Y = qv, “l. 
Let i i, . . . , A, be the eigenvalues of A ordered by 
Xi<&< ... <h, (3.2) 
where < is a fixed total order of K (e.g. the lexicographic order in the case 
K = C z !R ‘). Then there exist T E Gl.(K), L E Gl,(K) such that (‘A, EB) = 
(T- ‘AT, T- ‘BL) is in Jordanechelon form, i.e. ‘A is in Jordan canonical form 
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-‘A=diag(A,,...,X.), (3.3) 
and “B is in (column) echelon form 
where 
. . . 0 II 
. . . i 0; 
a.. *' 
: i qe,-l)x(m-r) ’ 
. . . 
* I 1 
with T = rank B, to = n + 1, and 
n>,el>e2> ..a >E,>l. 
The orbits [(A, B)] a in general contain more than one pair of Jordan echelon 
form. The following proposition characterizes the pairs (T, L) E Gl.( K) X 
Gl,( K) which preserve the Jordanechelon structure of a pair (‘A, "B). 
I i=l >.*.> r 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let ('A,EB) E U,,, be in Jordan-echelon form with 
indices (Ed.. . . , e,), r = rankEB, and T E Gl,(K), L eGl,,(K). Then 
( Tp "AT, T- ' EBL) is in Jordan-echelon form with index list (E;, . . . , E:) if 
andodyif .E~=E;, jEr, andthereexist CJ~,...,W,EK*, Lz,~K(n'pT)XT, 
L,, E Cl,,_,(K) such that 
T=diag(w,,...,w,), (3.6a) 
L= diad~,,~.*.+-s,) I orx(m-r) L 21 L . 22 I (3.6b) 
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Proof. It is easy to check that the conditions are sufficient. To prove 
necessity let Stab,(‘A) = {T E Gl,(K); T-"AT ='A} be the stabilizer of ‘A 
with respect to the similarity action u. It is well known [see Gantmacher 
(1959)] that 
Stab,(‘A)= {diag(w,,...,w,); OiEK*> GEE}. (3.7) 
Now assume that (T-'IAT,T- ' EBL) is in Jordan-echelon form, whence 
T E Stab,(‘A). Then T is of the form (3.6a) and &j = ES, j E r, since left 
multiplication by a scaling matrix does not change echelon indices. Thus the 
submatrices consisting of the rows ei,. . . , E, in EB and in T-'"BL coincide, 
and are both of the form 
This implies that L is of the form (3.6b). 8 
Proposition 3.1 shows that for every pair (A, B) E U,,, nI the list of indices 
(e I,“‘, E,) of any Jordanechelon pair (‘A, EB) in the aorbit of (A, B) is the 
same. Hence the list of echelon indices of (A, B), 
~(A,B)=(+.,~r), (3.8) 
is well defined and invariant with respect to the action (Y. 
According to Proposition 3.1 additional entries of EB can be normalized 
by applying the transformations (3.6) which preserve the Jordan echelon 
form of ('A,EB). Since the blocks L,,, L, do not have any effect on 
EB = VWL(,-,) 1, we may just as well assume L,, = Ocm_-rjXr and L, = 
Z m-r (or L22EQm-r ). This allows us to apply the results of the previous 
section to B, (or to EB, respectively). 
For my (4 B) E u,,., the index list of (A, B), 
(3.9) 
is well defined, by Proposition 3.1. As a consequence of Proposition 2.15 we 
obtain the following dimension formulas for the stabilizer subgroups and 
orbits of (Y (as algebraic varieties). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let (A, B) E U,,, have index list Z(A, B) = 
(Z r,. . . , I,), and denote by s, the number of connected components of 
541 I,. . . , I,)), r = rank B. Then ’ 
dimstab,(A,B)=n- +s,+m(m-r) (3.10) 
and 
dim[(A, B)],= n’-n+rm-sr+ (3.11) 
Proof. Since the stabilizer subgroups of all the pairs in [(A, B)], are 
conjugate, we may assume that (A, B) is in Jordanechelon form, B = [B, 01, 
where B, has r columns. Then stab,(A, B) is isomorphic to stabp(B,) x 
Gl,,_,(K) x K(m-*)xr as an algebraic variety, and hence the formula (3.10) 
follows from Proposition 2.15. Since 
dim[A,B],=dimGl,(K)XGl,(K)-dimstab,(A,B), 
(3.11) follows from (3.10). 
REMARK 3.3. Using the results of Section 2, it is even possible to 
determine the stabilizer groups of (A, B) E Cl,,, up to isomorphy. In fact, 
suppose that (A, B) is in Jordan-echelon form, B = [B, 01, where B, E KnXr, 
r = rank B. Then the subgroup stab,(A, B) consists of all the pairs (T, L) E 
g,,(K)XGl,(K) of the form (3.6a,b) such that (T,diag(oCl,..., we,)) E 
stabp( B,). If the connected components of g,(B) are denoted by Ji, . . . , I,, 
and if j, = max JI, 1 ES,, then the latter condition is equivalent, by (2.42) to - 
Equations (3.10) and (3.11) show that the dimensions of the stabilizer 
subgroups (and of the orbits) of (A, B) E U,,, coincide for all pairs having 
the same index list Z(A, B). 
From the point of view of geometric invariant theory it is important to 
identify the orbits of maximal dimension. This question is closely connected 
to moduli problems [cf. Tannenbaum (1981)]. Following Mumford and 
Fogarty (1982) we call a pair (A, B) E L,,, regular for 6 if [(A, B)ls has 
maximal dimension. The set of all these pairs is Zariskiopen in L,,, (by 
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upper semicontinmty of the dimension of orbits). As an immediate conse- 
quence of Corollary 3.2 we obtain the following characterization of regular 
pairs in U,,,,. 
COROLLARY 3.4. The minimal dimension of Stab,(A, B) is 1. A pair 
(APB) E v,, m with index list Z(A, B) = Z is regular if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
rankB=m, (3.12a) 
6 zj=rl, 
j=l 
(3.12b) 
f( Z ) is connected. (3.12~) 
Thus the subset Ures of regular points in U,,, (with respect to a) consists 
precisely of those reachable pairs (A, B) [conditions (3.12b)l whose input 
matrix B has full rank and whose scaling graph g(Z(A, B)) is connected. 
REMARK 3.5. The above corollaries improve previous results of Tannen- 
baum (1983) in several aspects: 
(1) Corollary 3.4 characterizes the regular points of (Y for arbitrary values 
of n, m and is not restricted to the special cases m = 1 and m = n. 
(2) Corollary 3.2 gives for the first time general and explicit dimension 
formulas for stab,(A, B), (A, B) E CT,,,. Moreover, Remark 3.3 identifies 
these stabilizer subgroups up to isomorphy. 
However, it should be noted that Tannenbaum deals with the unrestricted 
action z and that for m + 1, n the characterization of the regular points 
(A, B) E L,, m for which ]a( A)] < n remains an open problem. 
The index lists Z( A, B) induce a finite partition of the space U,,, nl. Let 
(A> B) E U,,,, be arbitrary, and (‘A,EB) be any Jordanechelon form of 
(A, B). Since EB is in echelon form, we have 
.sj(A, B) = maxZj(EB), j Er, (3.13) 
and, by Proposition 2.3, all index fists Z(A, B)=(Z,,...,Z,,) of (A, B)EU~.~~ 
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satisfy the following conditions: 
maxZ,>maxZ,> ... >maxZ,>l, (3.14al) 
I, =0 for k=r+l,...,m, (3.14a2) 
maxZjPZ,, j,key, j#k, (3.14b) 
and for any strictly increasing family 1~ k, < * . . < k, < r, 
2 5 izk,I - (9 - 0. 
t=1 
(3.14c) 
Let YE(m, n) denote the set of all I = (Zr,. . . , Z,) E P”‘(n) satisfying these 
four conditions for some r > 0: 
9”(m,n)= {ZE.q 1~1, n); Z satisfies (3.14a,b,c)}. (3.15) 
For each I E YE( m, n) define 
U(Z)= {(A,B)N,,,; Z(A,B)=Z}. (3.16) 
Then, by Lemma 2.6, (U(Z)),,j~C,,,nj is a finite partition of U,,, into 
nonempty a-invariant subsets. 
The next theorem describes a canonical form for (Y on U,,,,. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let m, n >, 1. 
(a) For every pair (A, B) E U,,, with eigenvalues X, <A, < . . . < A, 
and index list Z(A, B)=(Z1,..., Z,) there exists a unique pair (*A, *B) in 
the a-orbit of (A, B) with the properties 
*A = diag(X, ,..., A,), 
*B is in column echelon form (3.4)) 
*B is normalized with respect to the index list I( A, B). 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(b) r,: (A, B) ++ (*A, *B) is a canonical form for the action a on U,, ,,,. 
’ Zf K = C, then r, is continuous on each subset U(Z), Z E YE(m, n). 
Proof. (a): For any (A,B)EU,,,, there exists an a-equivalent pair 
(‘A, “B) in Jordan-echelon form. Setting *A =‘A and B * = TD(“B), we obtain 
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a pair (*A,*B)EU~“~ which is a-equivalent to (A, B) and satisfies 
(3.17)-(3.19). The uniqueness of *A follows from Jordan’s theorem, and the 
uniqueness of *B is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 
2.13. 
(b): It only remains to prove the continuity statement. Given Z E YE(m, n) 
and (A,,Z?,)EU(Z), there exists a neighborhood W of A, in {AEC”~“; 
la(A)] = n} and an analytical map A e TA on W associating with each 
A E W a matrix TA E Gl,(C) such that 
TilATA= ‘A, AEW 
[cf. Kato (1976)]. All the pairs (A, B) E U(Z) have the same list of echelon 
indices &(A, B) = E = (sr,. .., Em), r = rank B. Denote by V(E) the set of 
matrices C E d= n x m with echelon list E, and by C, for any C E Q= ““I, the 
column echelon form of C. It is easy to show that the entries of c^ can be 
expressed as analytical functions of the entries of C as long as C remains in 
F(E), where E is fixed [Hinrichsen (1984a)]. Since Z( Ti ‘B) = Z( A, B) = Z is 
fixed for (A, B) E U(Z) and 
I’a(A,Z3)=(Ti1AT,,Ip( SIgi), (A,Z+U(Z), AEW, 
we conclude from Theorem 2.14 that the restriction I,]U(Z) is continuous at 
(A,, B,). n 
REMARK 3.7. The proof shows that the continuity statement in the above 
theorem can be sharpened as follows: If K = C and I E .FE(m, n) is fixed, 
the entries of (*A, *B) depend analytically on the entries of (A, B) E U( Z ) in 
the sense that for any (A,, B,) E U(Z) there exists an open neighborhood W, 
of (A,, 4) in L,,,, and an analytical function f: W + L, “, such that 
(*A,*@ =f(A,B), (A,B)N(z)~w. (3.20) 
It should be noted that (U(Z)), E >Ecrn, nj is not a stratification of U,,, m. In 
fact, there exist subsets U(Z) containing orbits which have boundary points in 
a higherdimensional subset U(r”). To illustrate this by an example we first 
have to derive a dimension formula for the sets U(Z). Let Z E YE(m, n), 
K = C. By the continuity statement in Theorem 3.6 the quotient space 
U( Z )/ol can be identified with the affine subspace I,( U( I )) of the vector 
space L,, mr consisting of all canonical matrix pairs (*A, *B) with index list Z. 
Counting parameters, we obtain from (2.20) that 
dim, U(Z)/, = n + nm - (p + v + p), (3.21) 
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where p, v, and p are defined by Equation (2.9). Moreover, if (*A, *B) is any 
canonical pair in U(Z), one can show the homeomorphy 
U(Z) = { [GI,(C)XG~,(C)] /stab,(*A,*B)} x [ u(z)/a]. (3.22) 
Hence the dimension of U(Z) (as a topological manifold) is given by 
dim,U(Z) = n2 + m2- (m-r)m+n+s,- 
+n+nm-(p+v+p) 
=2+?7n-sr+ ; zj +nm-(p+v+p). I I (3.23) j=l 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let Z = ({S}, {4}, {1,2,3}) E YE(3,5), and consider 
A,-A=diag(l,...,5), kEN*. 
Then all the pairs (Ak, Bk) belong to the orbit [(A, B)] u C U(Z), where 
On the other hand 
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 B=FimBk= 1 1 0 , 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 
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and hence (A, fi) = lim k+mtAk, %)E U(f)n [(A, ~)l,, where 
173 
f=( 1,2,3S}, {3,4}, 0). 
We conclude that U(l”) n 8 U(Z) # 0, although by (3.23) 
dimU(Z) = 25+9 - 3+5+15 - (5+7+3) = 36, 
dimU(Z)=25+6-1+5+15-(6+1+6)=37. 
The partition (U(Z)),E4~~m, nj contains a unique set U(Z,,,) of maximal 
dimension n2 + nm. This open and dense subset of U,,, is described in the 
next example. 
EIXAMPLE 3.9. First assume m < n. Discounting the rows corresponding 
to echelon indices, it follows from Example 2.8 that the maximal dimension of 
U(Z)/a, Z E YE(m, n), is n + [n - (m + l)](m - 1). This dimension is only 
achieved by the index list 
i=(I^,..., f,), 
where 
ir= {l,...,n-m,n} 
ijt,= {n-m,n-j}, j=l ,...,m-1. 
The input matrices *B of the canonical pairs (*A, *B) E U(f) have the form 
*B= 
1 x ..f x 
. . 
. . 
; ; . . . ;< 
1 1 *.. 1 --------------- 
1 
0 . 
1 0 
1 
By Corollary 3.2, stab,(*A, *B) has minimal dimension 1 for these canonical 
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pairs, and hence by (3.22) 
dim.U(i) = n2 + ms-1+n+[n-(m+l)](m-1)=n2+nm. 
We conclude that V(i) is the unique subset in the partition which is of 
maximal dimension. 
If n < m, then the generic index list i is given by 
f,= {n-(j-1)) if jE_n, 
I 
i 0 if j=n+l,...,m, 
and the corresponding structure of *B is 
*BE . 
1 I 
In fact, in this case r =,n, s, = n, lU,7,,Zjl = n, dim&U(i)/a) = 0, and 
hence, by (3.23), dim, U(Z) = n2 + nm. It is easy to verify that i is the only 
index list in $E(m, n) with this property. 
We conclude the paper with a remark concerning the action y defined in 
(1.7). If A = *A is fixed (in Jordan form), Theorem 3.6 yields a canonical 
formr,:B~*Bfortheactionyofthegroup~~(K)XG1,(K)onX=KnX”‘. 
Moreover, the conditions (3.12a-c) with Z = Z(B) completely characterize 
the set Xreg or regular points of X relative to y. These results may be useful 
for a topological analysis of the quotient Xreg/ y. 
This paper was written while the first author was on leave at the Control 
Theory Centre, University of Warwick. The support of SERC and the 
hospitality of the Centre are gratefully acknowledged. 
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